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MENACE II
Updated version of the original Menace, 
one of our best selling models.  The 
rocker was smoothed out a little and 
the last third of the board outline has 
been slightly widened. Rails are a touch 
fuller with the bottom still running 
a 3x concave, creating a board that 
maintains speed through fl at sections, 
yet turns well in small pockets.

TUG
This board was designed for small, 
fun, mushy waves. A fuller outline 
with a concave/vee combo bottom. 
A fun alternative to regular small 
wave boards. Should be ridden 5-6” 
shorter than your normal shortboard. 
Available in a 3 fi n or 5 fi n set up.

EVG
Performance shortboard designed 
with the help of Evan Geiselman. 
This board combines a more 
aggressive bottom rocker/single 
concave and curvier outline. From big 
carves to airs, this board is for high 
performance surfi ng. Ridden usually 
your same height or 1” bigger.

TOASTER
This is one of our more popular 
performance shortboards. this board 
has a gradual, continuous rocker and 
single concave bottom, which help it 
adapt well to many conditions from 
waist high to a couple feet overhead 
around the world.

ROUNDIE
The ultimate traveler: this 
board ranges from 6’4” to 6’8” 
designed with maximum hold and 
maneuverability in mind. Available in 
2 bottom designs, single concave, or 
reverse-V into double concave.

BIG MACK
Performance oriented big board: 
for surfers that want more fl otation 
without sacrifi cing performance. Wider 
and fuller outline help with paddling 
and a triple concave bottom enhances 
maneuverability. Also available in 
single concave bottom.

LARK
The Lark model was designed with 
Eric Geiselman. Like Eric’s surfi ng, 
this board is buttery smooth, adapting 
to a wide range of waves from waist 
to head-high.This board features a 
relaxed entry rocker blending with 
a moderate concave to a slightly 
exaggerated tail rocker. The end result 
is a fast yet maneuverable board 
that’s easy for everyone to ride.

WHO CARES [WC]
Small wave design infl uenced by 
Evan Geiselman. A lower entry rocker 
with wider outline help this board to 
be fast and responsive in waist to 
head high conditions. A great board 
for in between a shortboard and 
the Menace. Order 1-2” under your 
shortboard.

FRICKER
Small wave design for the surfer 
who won’t ride a fuller nose fi sh. A 
wider front outline combined with a 
mild rocker make it an easy board 
to ride in gutless waves. Should be 
ordered 2-3” smaller than your regular 
shortboard.

DIAMOND HEAD
Small wave machine. This is a board 
for those who want a little more 
fl oat in small surf conditions. Great 
for those small, under chest high 
conditions of summer.

GENERAL
The General is a easy board to ride. 
A full nose and outline help to lift it 
in small surf. The bottom consists of 
a vee blended with a slight double 
concave, helping to keep this fast and 
maneuverable.. This board could be 
ridden as a single fi n, tri or quad

SEMI GUN
For surfers looking to ride bigger 
waves. Board ranges from 6’8” 
to 7’6”.

PERFORMANCE LONGBOARD
This longboard has a little more rocker 
throughout than the Nose Rider. 
Designed for the surfer that wants to 
surf more progressively, yet still have 
the ability to ride the nose. A great all 
around longboard.

NOSE RIDER
This longboard was designed for those 
small fun days. A very smooth entry 
rocker blending with the concave nose 
and panel vee give this board great 
glide and stability. One of our most 
popular models.

PIN UP
Wave catching machine: designed 
with a progressive bottom rocker 
blending with a concave/vee 
combination to keep it fast and loose. 
Great for the surfer that wants to 
catch waves with ease, yet still do 
some progressive turns. Available 
from 6’6” to 8’0”.

RETRO
Past meets present: blending past 
design with present technology 
makes this board extremely fast and 
maneuverable, and the board to ride 
in any small surf conditions.
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SHORTBOARDS CONSTRUCTION OPTIONS [ALL BOARDS] PU or Epoxy, with or without carbon tail patches.  FIN OPTIONS [ALL BOARDS]  FCS, Futures, and glass on.

LONGBOARDS


